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T
he tune seems to have worked since the obstacle is now rolling over, ever so 
slowly. You squeeze past and walk into the building that signifies the start 
of the expressway.

A yellow-striped meerkat watches you as you pull out your bike once more, prepar-
ing for the long journey ahead. This time, Mezza seems to have decided to perch on 
the handlebars in front of you. You find this adorable, but it does make steering a little 
tricky, so you signal to Mezza that another position would be preferable. Mezza lets 
out a cry of disappointment, and promptly returns to its prior position atop your head.

You speed down the expressway, swerving every now and then in an attempt to avoid 
other cyclists. You’re not in the mood for confrontation right now, so you try to keep 
your eyes on the road and avoid making any eye contact.

That’s when you notice that the road you’ve been riding on has been drawn all over...
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choose ↔ click
cod ↔ spared
likes ↔ belief
seals ↔ sixth

seating ↔ snarling
seeing ↔ knag

  
claw ↔ life
crib ↔ over

cruder ↔ feudal
hearts ↔ hexene

sheer ↔ carb
smore ↔ whey
snow ↔ woody
stoke ↔ startle

  
brutes ↔ fixes
cato ↔ agog
frees ↔ clef
iran ↔ agree
park ↔ aura
sari ↔ steam

snarer ↔ recur
  

centre ↔ pacts
deceiver ↔ deprival

heath ↔ spa
tray ↔ prep

  
boson ↔ noun
corn ↔ binge

  
aloes ↔ plates
baldy ↔ flask
births ↔ pram
moi ↔ minty

  
craved ↔ snored
decads ↔ dauby
rapt ↔ cadre

retaining ↔ revising
scuba ↔ herb
wait ↔ cruft

wilting ↔ tabling


